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September 2021 Newsletter
Editor: Tom Henderson
The IPMS Northern Virginia Modelers monthly meeting took place on 4 August 2021 with 21
attendees on line. We have been holding virtual meetings (including a monthly contest) using
Zoom and Google Docs during the pandemic. With the presenter’s permission, we are recording
the program portion of our meetings to give members who were not able to attend, and our UK
sister chapter IPMS Staffordshire Moorlands, the opportunity to watch later. Although the
business meeting starts at 7:00pm, the Zoom link opens at around 6:30 so members can chat for
a while before the business meeting begins.
Our normal Fairfax High School venue has been closed to community activities since COVID
began. Last month we notified you a return to in-person meetings at FHS was in the wind. We
can now confirm the school will re-open for community activities beginning in September. If you
are checking the website this is not news to you since the meeting dates through June 2022 are
posted.
The Tips and Share meetings will continue on Zoom, third Wednesday of the month, so we do
not lose touch with the “Zoom Family” that has evolved over the past 17 months. Another
reason is they are excellent meetings. If you are interested in showing what you are working on
you can send up to six pictures to Tim and he will put them into a PowerPoint slide show so
members can discuss their ongoing projects. With the return to regular in person meetings, our
UK sister Chapter Staffordshire Moorlands won’t be able to enter the monthly contest. We are
therefore planning to hold quarterly meetings and contests with Staffordshire Moorlands via
Zoom. The meeting format will be similar to our Tips and Share meetings. The first of these will
take place on Saturday, Sept. 18 at 2pm to allow for the time difference from the UK. A link to
this meeting will be sent via the club Google Groups.
Treasurer Jon Etherton reported that IPMS NoVA is in ship shape condition. Jon also reminded
everyone, especially our newer members, about our IPMS-USA Membership Subsidy program. If
you would like to join IPMS-USA or wish to renew your membership, give your application and
$10 for each year (up to three years) to Jon. The club will submit the membership application
along with the balance of the membership fee. Make checks out to “Northern Virginia
Modelers.” When you get your membership card, please let Tim know so he can keep the
membership roster up to date. The-forms are on the club website at:
https://www.novaipms.org/about

Secretary/Historian Walter Schlueter informed everyone that 21 models were entered into the
monthly contest.
Walter is going to write an article on the National Convention for Scale Aircraft Modeling (SAM)
magazine in the UK. He is doing so at the request of SAM Editor Gary Hatcher. Additionally,
Dave Berryman of IPMS UK asked IPMS NoVA to write an article describing how we manage the
monthly meetings to include Staffordshire Moorlands during the pandemic.
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IPMS Northern Virginia Modelers August 2021 Monthly Meeting (continued)

News from other chapters:
The next two AMPS conventions will take place in Newport News, VA (April 2022) followed by
Harrisburg, PA (April 2023).
For those planning to attend Scale Model World in the UK (13-14 November), it is a go. This
morning (2 Sep) I learned IPMS UK made the go ahead decision. Make sure you are aware of
the requirements to travel to the UK. At present quarantine is not required for fully vaccinated
people, however there are strict requirements regarding testing before, during your stay and
before returning to the US. That being said SMW is still over two months away so there is no
telling what the situation will be by that time, here or there. Be sure to stay informed of and
comply with whatever requirements will be in place in November.
I do not have much to report on the tips and share meeting this month because I was in Las
Vegas. I did join the meeting for a few minutes to give the gang a quick early stages show
report but a presentation was going on I did not feel would be polite to interrupt. After a short
period of time I left the meeting so I could spend a few minutes in the contest room before it
closed. A quick show report can be found starting on page 12.
The program this month was members discussing the models they entered into competition.
Tim selected photos of models that had been entered into contest and put them into a
PowerPoint file. He contacted the builders before the meeting so they would be ready to talk
about their builds when the photos of their model(s) appeared on screen. We enjoyed a good
run down on the builds like Greg Richard’s F-82, a 1914 armored car and a Chinese space craft.
IPMS Staffordshire-Moorlands was well represented by John Lingwood (Seahawk) and David
Cope (Seafire FR 47). It was too late at night in the UK for our sister chapter to attend but both
wrote a narrative of their builds which Tim read.
Following our virtual format, Walter’s contest results announcement was the final event of the
evening. We had 21 models competing in the contest, 7 of which were out of box. The
monthly average for August is 20.
The usual features begin on the next page with the picture gallery followed by a new action
packed episode of Hague’s Corner. A quick IPMS National Convention report beginning on
page 12 will bring this issue to a close. We very much look forward to seeing everyone in
person on 8 September at Fairfax High School. Remember, Fairfax County requires masks
everywhere inside the school. We HAVE to enforce it. Not doing so risks our welcome by the
Fairfax County School system so please do not test the mask rule. Pray it will not last too much
longer. PENNCON will take place three days after our September meeting. Maybe this will be
the year my PENNCON jinx will be lifted, allowing me to make the trip. See you in September.
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Contest Winners August 2021

Aircraft 1/72, 1st Place
Seahawk FGA6 by John Lingwood

Aircraft 1/72, 2nd Place
XA2D1 Skyshark by William Suringa

Aircraft 1/48, 1st Place
Seafire FR.47 by David Cope

AFV 1/72, 1st Place
Russo Balt Armored Car by Greg Richard

AFV 1/35, 1st Place
Chieftian Mk 5 by William Suringa

Vehicles, 1st Place
China Shenzhou by Greg Richard
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Contest Winners August 2021 (continued)

Figures, 1st Place
Gladiatrix by John Lingwood

Sci Fi, 1st Place
AT-ST by John Lingwood

Masters, 1st Place
Hannibal Barca by David Hoffman
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Figures, 2nd Place
Primus Pilus by Rob Mountford

Figures, 2nd Place
Rogue 1 by Vince Mankowski

Masters, 2nd Place
Fiat Armored Car by Peter Espada
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Contest Winners August 2021 (continued)

Special, 2nd Place
Ki-46 by Dick Hague

Special, 1st Place
KV-1 by Charles Locke

Rest of the Models

Monogram 1/72 F-82 by Greg
Richard

Monty by Jason Gribb

Galen Planet of the Apes by Karen Cope

Aurora 1/72 C-141A by Don Dickson
Continued on page 8
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Contest Winners August 2021 (continued)

Best out of the Box
Hannibal Barca by David Hoffman
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Contest Winners August 2021 (continued)

Best of Show
F-4J by Vince Mankowski
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Rest of the Models August 2021(continued)

Revell 1/72 Noorduyn Norsemen IV
by Dick Hague

AFV Club 1/35 Merkava 2D
by Jose Ruiz Lopez

308BTS AKA
By Jose Ruiz Lopez

Continued on page 8
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Hague’s Corner
Never assume it will be easy to resume!
by Dick Hague
Editor’s note: Dick shares a unique running text and visual diary of his modeling adventures which includes
triumphs, defeats, lessons learned and tips. It is too tall of an order to pull together one complete build from
the various messages, so what you are seeing in these articles is a moving “window” of Dick’s modeling
adventures over time. Nevertheless, we are getting a host of tips and lessons learned suitable for beginners
and experienced modelers alike.

Or in other words, “Where the hell was I with these models?” When you are a model builder and
collector it seems the more you want a specific type in the collection the more difficult a build it
seems to become. This story starts in the winter of 2017 with a hobby trade show in Japan.

One of my favorite airplane genres is early jets from any nation. That genre along with US Army
and Air Force fighters from the start of the current designation system with the P-1 up to and
including the Korean War and the F-117 is a much more manageable objective to collect. There
isn’t much overlap in those three areas.
The first jet to go into service with the US Navy was the FH-1 Phantom. The much later F-4
superstar is the Phantom II. The FH looks like the later F2H ‘Banshee’ of Korean War fame on a
starvation diet. Only sixty of the FH-1s were built but a lot was learned. One lesson learned was
not to rely on Westinghouse to make jet engines but that is another story altogether!
Internet coverage of a show in Japan
disclosed a brand new kit of the FH-1 from
Special Hobby (Figure 1). I can’t explain how
much excitement that caused me as I had
worked on an earlier FH-1 kit off and on for
years, making a small amount of progress
before putting it back in the box. This is a
very crude kit from MPM (Special Hobby’s
previous name) and one of their earlier
efforts. It is a very plain plane kit to say the
Figure 1
least.
The new kit was very slow to be imported
into the US. I have yet to want a model badly enough to pay the overseas shipping cost. Decals,
masks, flat photo etch and small resin all fit into flat mailers which is a reasonable cost. The US
IPMS National Convention in the summer of 2018 seemed a chance finally to obtain the kit from a
Special Hobby vendor. A friend who attended the convention picked three of them up for me. By
the time they were in my hot little hands I had already obtained pre-cut masks and some
photoetch detail sets for some of them.

Definitely not a shake the box kit, even without the etch detail parts. Fit was very tight, needing a
lot of help to pull everything together. The kit is definitely over engineered to sharp tolerances
like some of Airfix’s newly tooled kits. Sometimes you have to sand off paint and then some
plastic before repainting. It’s that tight! Who would have thought we would have kits where a
coat of paint affects the fit. I had the three together by February of this year with openings and
canopy masked, and all three painted Navy Blue!
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Hague’s Corner (continued)

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 5

Figure 4

Figure 6

Figure 7

Two had reached the point where the basic unique decal markings for them were applied with
the third needing more brush painting before it could be clear coated and base decals put on.
Not wanting to finish the first two by themselves (which still needed dozens of small decals and
complicated landing gear), everything stopped. Other projects got started and completed like
the recent batch of P-40s. I am still not there with the Northrop Deltas from the 30’s but help is
in the mail on those….another story.
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Hague’s Corner (continued)

Figure 8

Figure 9

Several days ago I restarted the FH-1s, slowly figuring out which kit needed what to move to the
next step. Last night they reached the stage of what is shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11. Figures
12 and 13 show all the little markings that still need to go on, mainly the right (starboard) and
the undersurfaces. Even the landing gear doors get some of these small decals. And now a tip,
albeit a small one!

Figure 11

Figure 10

Figure 12
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Hague’s Corner (continued)

Tip alert! Figure 13 shows the remaining decals. Next
to the black location numbers are tiny white markings.
While this might seem very evident, it is much simpler
to cut off the tiny white markings by cutting next to
the black print rather than trying to isolate the white
marks. Sometimes the white marks are left and right
of the black number, other times above and below.
You really have to watch just how many of a particular
number is needed before you start cutting. It took
two entire sessions to put those little things on just
the top and left sides!
Figure 14 shows the parts that have to go on to
complete the models. I just hope some shiny new
object doesn’t appear to stop me now!

Figure 14

You can find a You Tube video on the real plane under the title of ‘FH Phantom.’ It is early color
and somewhat out of focus but interesting in that it shows just what an advancement was
expected by adopting the jet engine on Navy planes. The announcer keeps calling it the XFD-1 all
through it. That was the original designation giving it which is strange in itself as the ‘D’ in it in
the Navy designation system stood for Douglas. It wasn’t called the FM as M already was in use
for Martin and H wasn’t in use by anybody else and it got changed to that!

A Few National
Convention Photos

Mike Fleckenstein (3rd Place, Light Conversion
Vehicles, 2 Axles)
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Peter Espada (3rd Place, Auto, Factory
Stock, 1/24, 1959 and Older Body)
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National Convention(continued)

The best news about the convention is we had a convention. If it were not for the face masks and
lack of foreign vendors it was pretty much like you would expect at a national convention. I
understand there were 2,680 models entered into competition. Not a record breaker but plenty
of outstanding models to see. The tables were elevated like the NCMSS does with their contest
(coming up on 25 September, by the way). Vendor room contained plenty of vendors with stuff
to make our wallets thinner although it was admittedly not quite the same without the presence
of the likes of Special Hobby, Eduard and Zuki-Mura. Pray we will see them in Omaha next year.
We did not get a group photo of NoVA/DC members in attendance. No one thought of it,
including me. However, I did get some model shots. Slot machine racket drove me crazier than I
was before I arrived. Best of show was a fabulous scratch built CH-54 Skycrane. You can find a
list of winners on the IPMS website. I am so far behind the curve with this issue I don’t have the
time to go through it and pull out all of the winners from our ranks. As you could tell from the
previous page, I do know Mike Fleckenstein took third for a gorgeous WWI era birdcage truck.
Peter Espada took 3rd place for his amazing Packard Boat Tail Speedster. Junior modeler William
Suringa also did well with at least two awards; 3rd place for an Arado 240 C-02 Nightfighter and
2nd place for an Me 309 V4 Zerstorer.
BC (Before COVID), people who won awards at the national convention and other shows would
bring their winning entries to the next club meeting for all to see. To all of you winners out there
who plan to attend the 8 September meeting, please do so. It would be great to flesh out the
winners gallery with everyone’s winning models.

Best Aircraft and Best of Show: CH-54 Skycrane
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National Convention(continued)

Tom Kolk Best Junior Model: F4f-3 Wildcat

Art Gerber Best Military Vehicle: P-40
“Long Track” Radar

Best Automotive: 1909 International Harvester

Best Ship: USS Currituk
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National Convention(continued)

Best Space & Sci Fi: Lunar Module

Best Figure: Neophyte Miniaturist
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Best Diorama: “I told you we were too
heavy”

Best Miscellaneous: 1969 Camero “Harrier Jet Car”
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September Meeting Program and Contest Theme
Program: Masking Modeling - Vince Mankowski
Contest: Lands Down Under – Any vehicle from a country south of
the Equator, any time frame
Visit the club website at www.novaipms.org and join the club Google group at
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/northernvirginiamodelers

Both locations will allow you to access the monthly Contest/Program Schedule as well
as information about IPMS Northern Virginia Modelers.
We’re also on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Northern-Virginia-IPMS

IPMS NoVA Executive Board and Chapter Volunteers
IPMS Northern Virginia Modelers
Chapter Officers

IPMS Northern Virginia Modelers
Chapter Volunteers

President:
Tim Barb (acting)

Vice President
Vacant

Contest Coordinator:
Walter Schlueter

Treasurer:
Jon Etherton

Secretary/Historian:
Walter Schlueter

Webmaster:
Mike Fleckenstein
IPMS USA Webpage of the Year for
2017

Chapter Contact:
Tom Henderson

Join IPMS/USA: www.ipmsusa.org

Newsletter Editor:
Tom Henderson
IPMS R2 Newsletter of the Year for
2015
tomhenderson51@verizon.net

Raffle Coordinators:
Curtis and Shirley Clinton
Program Coordinator:
Tim Barb
Make and Take Coordinator
William “Chinxy” Jenks
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Upcoming Events
8 September 2021
IPMS Northern Virginia Modelers Monthly Meeting
Start time 7:00 pm
Virtual meeting - notification links sent via the IPMS
Northern Virginia Modelers Google Group

14 September 2021
Washington Armor Club Virtual Meeting
Start time 7:00 pm
21 September 2021
IPMS DC Virtual BOGSAT (Bunch Of Guys, or Gals,
Sitting Around a Table) Meeting (Via Zoom)
7:30-9:00pm

18 September 2021
IPMS Northern Virginia Virtual Tips and Share Meeting
(Via Zoom) with UK sister chapter IPMS StaffordshireMoorlands
Start time 2:00pm
22 September 2021
NCMSS Monthly Meeting
(via Zoom - see note next page)
TBD (Postponed)
NOREASTCON 49
8250 Park Rd
Batavia, NY 14020
11 September 2021
PENNCON 2021 (Tentative)
Eisenhower Hotel & Conference Center
2638 Emmitsburg Rd.
Gettysburg, PA
13-14 Nov 2021
IPMS UK Scale Model World
Telford, UK
26 February 2022
Old Dominion Open
Richmond Raceway Complex
600 East Laburnum Ave.
Richmond, VA
7-9 April 2022
AMPS 2022 International Convention
Marriott at City Center, Newport News, VA

20-23 July 2022
IPMS USA National Convention
LaVista Conference Center
LaVista, Nebraska
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Upcoming Events (continued)

National Capital Model Society monthly Meetings
The NCMSS is conducting their meetings via Zoom. They send email invites with the link prior
to every meeting. If you are interested in attending the NCMSS monthly meetings are not
already on their list, send an email to David Hoffman at bpchasseur@comcast.net
Go their website “Meeting and Info Schedule” page for more information.
Click on the icons to access the links
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